DeltaDeck

DeltaDeck is an innovative low level access solution that offers flexibility when working up to a height of 3m. With adjustable height and built in guard rails, DeltaDeck provides a safe and flexible platform that can be used in a range of environments including offshore applications. The single unit allows for fast, uncomplicated assembly by a single person.

Benefits:
- Single unit
- One person assembly
- Multiple working heights
- Simple to assemble and dismantle
- Fully guard railed
- Can accommodate two people
- Easy transportation and storage
- Access and egress from either end of the platform

Specifications:
- Variable Platform Heights:
  - 450 mm
  - 530 mm
  - 600 mm
  - 730 mm
  - 870 mm
- 200kg safe working load
- Maximum working height of 3m
- BS EN 1004:2004
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